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Chapter 15
Archives in CCO Research: A Relational View
Joëlle Basque1, Heidi Hirsto and Régine Wagnac

* This is the final manuscript version of a chapter published inThe Routledge Handbook of the Communicative Constitution of OrganizationEdited By Joëlle Basque, Nicolas Bencherki, Timothy KuhnRoutledge, 2022, ISBN 9780367480707Chapter pp. 245–261DOI: 10.4324/9781003224914-18

Introduction
CCO research is typically premised on detailed analysis of communication in situ tostudy how organizations and organizational phenomena come into being  (Cooren etal., 2011). In contrast to other streams of organizational communication and discoursestudies, which often turn to organizational texts to learn about their content andmeaning, CCO research draws attention to the interactional work or functions of textsand other symbolic objects – i.e., how they are used and what they do as they participatein interaction and communication networks (Bencherki et al., 2019; Cooren & Matte,2010). Indeed, documents and other archival objects are interesting for CCO researchprimarily when they are evoked directly or indirectly by participants in the course ofinteraction and, in this way, “presentified” and made to speak for something orsomeone, like a rule, a principle, or a person in authority that is not physically presentin the situation (Benoit-Barné & Cooren, 2009). More broadly, texts are seen to act“across space and time from a distance” (Koschmann, 2013, p. 66), as they crystallizepast conversations into a representation of what was previously discussed, and make itavailable   as a basis for current decisions. This orientation leads to an interesting stancetowards utilizing archival texts and objects, which are typically understood as remnantsof communication from a distant past, detached from their original context of use.

1 Authors listed in alphabetical order; all contributions were equal.
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In this chapter, our aim is to elaborate on the role and potential of archives in CCOresearch. Our starting point is that archives may be expected to be of value for CCOresearch, because they invite us to engage with the material aspects of time andtemporality in organizations, such as the various ways in which traces from the past aremobilized to shape organizational present(s) and future(s). At the same time, however,the detached and power-laden nature of archives seems to contradict some of the basicpremises of CCO, creating methodological challenges.
We start by  defining the notion of  archive and discussing some methodologicalconsiderations of working with archives in social and history studies. We then proceedto discuss how a "relational view of organization" (Bencherki & Elmholdt, 2020, p. 2)may inform and shape the meaning and use of archives, and finally provide our owndefinition of archive for CCO research. After that, we propose a typology of 5 ways ofusing archives in CCO research, discussing methodological implications and challengesalong the way by referring to studies that use CCO or a compatible theoretical frame.This allows us to reflect on the role of the researcher in studying archives in a CCOperspective, and to provide useful insights for researchers wanting to use this type ofmaterial in their work.

Perspectives to archives
In the Meriam Webster dictionary, the archive is defined as “a place in which publicrecords or historical materials (such as documents) are preserved […] also: the materialpreserved.” It is further defined as “a repository or collection especially ofinformation.” According to Manoff (2004), most writers subscribe to the latterdefinition, and while some researchers differentiate archives, libraries and museumsdepending on the repository’s content, the distinction remains ambiguous. For thoselooking past these distinctions or nuances, an archive is a repository of many thingssuch as documents, books, newsletters and other media; or of objects, artefacts, andeven bodily remains, which may have been preserved for a variety of reasons (Cifor,2017; Manoff, 2004).
Within organization studies, Schultz and Hernes (2013) make a distinction betweentextual, material and oral forms of memory, inspiring us to say that different types ofarchival objects present themselves to actors through different processes. For example,written texts often present themselves through “symbolic” or interpretational processes,whereas artifacts may present themselves primarily through their sensory andphysiological aspects. According to them, “the form in which [a memory] is evokedshapes the meaning of an experience” (Schultz & Hernes, 2013, p. 4). With the digitalage, we have come to talk about the digital archive, which, for some scholars, means“everything currently existing in digital format” (i.e. documents, manuscripts, images,
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sound, multimedia, text, etc.), while for others, it refers to a “discrete collection ofrelated electronic documents” (Manoff, 2004, p. 10).
Regarding the authenticity of archives, historians have traditionally been “seeking togain some certainty as to the facts of the past” (Bricknell, 2008, p. 2). With skepticismtowards historical record at its core, source criticism is one research method that is usedto establish “[the] ‘original’ context or [the] ‘original’ setting against which to read atext” (Mathewson, 2002, p. 15). According to Alvesson and Sköldberg, “the sourcecritic is, at least to some degree, a knowledge realist, believing in the existence of anunderlying reality, which is expressed, albeit in an incomplete, opaque way, in thesources” (2017, p. 172). Thus, historians usually regard archives primarily as data thatoffer evidence about the past and may do so more or less reliably. Archives may beinterpreted as “remnants”, i.e., as signs that something has happened (for instance, thata statue has been built or a report published), or as “narrative sources” that tell a versionof past events (Alvesson & Sköldberg, 2017, p. 174). However, this is not the only wayto use archives in research. Kjellstrand and Vince (2020) provide an example of usingarchival photographs as elicitation material whose purpose is to trigger discussion andreflection about organizational phenomena in an interview, that is, to help generatedata. In the latter approach, the traditional idea of source criticism, including theevaluation of the authenticity of a document or object, needs to be reconsidered, as therelevance of archives relates not to the past, but to the present or to the future.
The authenticity of archives is also a concern for postmodernist, feminist andpostcolonial researchers, who have been “suspicious of the historical record” anddenounced “[the] absences and the distortion of the archive” (Manoff, 2004, p. 14).Also, as Manoff writes: “Derrida’s work has contributed to scholarly recognition of thecontingent nature of the archive—the way it is shaped by social, political, andtechnological forces” (2004, p. 12). Absences, exclusions, gaps and distortions of thearchive can all be seen as the result of different dominant forces. Some postmodernistslike Foucault have entirely redefined the notion of archive. Foucault does not use thisword to refer to a collection of texts that reflect parts of history; instead, he defines thearchives as: “the law of what can be said, the system that governs the appearance ofstatements as unique events.” (Foucault, 1972, p. 145).
In line with postmodernist theory, as well as with recent works emphasizing thecontingent and productive dimensions of archives (Howard-Grenville et al., 2013;Kjellstrand & Vince, 2020), a CCO mindset invites us to see archives as performative,while not putting aside the idea of the archive as a repository. Consideringheterogeneous traces of the past from this perspective allows us to highlight theirrelations to other things and beings such as (other) archives, spaces, and people. In linewith a CCO approach, our focus is on how archives, within networks of relations,participate in organizations and organizing. We therefore ask: How do archives cometo make a difference? How do they “make themselves present throughout space andtime” (Cooren, 2020, p. 2) and, in that way, make a difference for organizing processes?
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A CCO perspective would consider the archive as an agent, as Cifor (2017) aptly putsit:
Conceptualising the archives as agential in the relations that co-constitute matterand meaning leads to novel understandings of them as vigorous and changeable.This perspective challenges the common conceptualisation of the archives, evenby scholars deeply engaged in them, as static, dusty, and the collectors of deadthings and past times. Through new materialism, it is possible to understand thatarchives are actually in a state of constant flux, shifting with each new intra-action of the various and changing actors that constitute it.” (2017, p. 18)

Relational ontology and methodological implications
Among the CCO tradition, the Montréal School is unique in presenting a “decenteredvision of agency” (Cooren, 2020, p. 7), where agents of different ontologies act inrelation with each other. Research in this perspective has shown that communication isnot only performed by humans, but also by non-human actors. This is often (but notonly) done when people mobilize elements such as principles, previous agreements,contracts, tools and so on, and refer to them in their conversations, allowing them toproduce structuring effects (Cooren et al., 2006) and to participate in the performanceof authority (Benoit-Barné & Cooren, 2009) or power (Cooren & Matte, 2010). Inaddition, CCO scholars, inspired by actor-network theory and Latourian philosophy,have shown how tangible agents (such as human bodies, spaces and objects), areimbricated in complex relationships with immaterial agents (such as rules, work habits,laws, and so on) (Wilhoit & Kisselburgh, 2019).
Embracing such a view of distributed agency means relying on a relational ontology,that is the idea that “everything or everyone is literally made of relations” (Cooren,2020, p. 4), and that “agents always act with and through other agents” (Wilhoit &Kisselburgh, 2019, p. 874). Working with archival material implies starting withspecific tangible traces from the past, which may be, as we have mentioned above, texts,but also artifacts, photographs, buildings, and sometimes bodily remains (Cifor, 2017).These objects can be said to have materiality, an attribute that is often taken for grantedby researchers and historians, and distinguished from “immaterial” elements such asdiscourse, ideas, principles, and emotions. Adopting a CCO perspective, however,means that the dichotomy between materiality and discourse should not be assumed ortaken for granted. As Cooren (2020, p. 2) points out, materiality is a necessary propertyof all phenomena – including communication – and, indeed, of their very existence.Drawing from this, we suggest that researchers should focus on materialization effects.In term of materiality, abstract entities and other things need other actors to exist. Theycontinue their existence through others, so to speak. Therefore, research from a CCOperspective should explain the relations that unite the agents and allow them to act and,
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thus, to have an agency: that is, “to make a difference” in the course of action (Castor& Cooren, 2006, p. 573).
In other words, we embrace Bencherki and Elmholt’s vision according to which, relyingon Spinoza’s thinking, “to exist, a being must find others that can continue its actionthrough their own, taking it up and continuing it; hence, existence is inherentlyrelational.” (2020, p. 6). Following these premises, existing is a matter of degree,meaning that a thing can exist more or less depending on the number of other thingsthat materialize its existence (Cooren, 2020, p. 3).
Adopting such a relational view to understand archives does not deny the inherentmaterial nature of archival data, but stresses that research using archives in CCO shouldfocus on studying the productive relations of the archive with other agents that allow itto act, to make a difference, to make the past speak and change the course of action inan organization, or even constitute the organization itself. The archive also materializesthrough its (re)mediations: we could imagine the archive as a bunch of papers in a box,that can become a DVD, and then a website. A letter written by Mr. X in the 19thcentury takes on many material forms, and is again re-published in a book, quoted, andso on (Basque & Langley, 2018). Thus, starting with the relational perspective couldlead CCO researchers to use a very broad yet simple definition of archives that defiesthe traditional view of historical studies and instead conceives of archives as an agent.For the purpose of this chapter, we propose the following definition of archives: theyare traces of the past that communicate through materialization effects.
Drawing on the relational perspective inherent in CCO and especially in the MontréalSchool theoretical frame, this chapter focuses on situations where pieces of archivecome in contact with other beings such as organizational members, spaces, and theresearcher. We reflect on how archives gain agency and act through these relations andhow they produce materialization effects, for example, by bringing some aspects oforganizational identity or culture into (stronger) existence. We suggest a typology basedon five different situations where archives can make a difference: archives in relationwith organizational members in both naturally-occurring and facilitated settings (1 and2); archives in relation with each other (3); with space (4); and with the researcher (5).These different situations, each presented as a research focus, can be combined (andoften are) in the same research project, but we separate them here for heuristic purposes,starting with archives in naturally-occuring settings.

1. Archives and organizational members in naturally-occurring settings
One obvious way that CCO researchers may consider archives, such as documents orartefacts, is through observing references to or uses of such objects in everydayorganizational settings. Participants in a meeting, for example, may refer to a paintingof the company founder on the wall of the meeting room – or the bronze bust of the
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school’s founder, as Bruno Latour (2011) describes in his piece about organizing as amode of existence – while discussing organizational practices or values, in a sincere orironic sense. Organizational histories and memory may be evoked through rituals suchas a weekly silent moment in front of a memorial wall (Koschmann & McDonald,2015); and strategy processes may dig into archives in attempts to (re)defineorganizational identity or brand heritage (Schultz & Hernes, 2013, 2019).
In observing such cases, archives and archival objects become visible and relevant forstudy through their agency (Koschmann & McDonald, 2015), i.e., the performativeeffects they have, here and now, on the flow of discussion, in sensemaking processes,or in organizational identity work. In Hatch and Schultz’s (2013) study, for example,researchers observed organizational members in the context of a strategic process ofidentity reconstruction, showing how organizational members evoked organizationalhistories and continuities through engaging with archival documents and artifacts, aswell as oral narratives unfolding in social interaction. Similarly, Howard-Grenville etal. (2013) used observation and interviews to depict a process of identity resurrection,which was based on community leaders marshaling and orchestrating material andsymbolic resources – including historical places and figures – and community membersauthenticating them through participation and lived experience.
The unfolding relation of archives and (human) organizational actors can work totranscend time and place in many ways. Archives may, for example, be used topresentify other times, other spaces, or other people and their voices (Benoit-Barné &Cooren, 2009). Reminiscences of history in their varied materialities may exert agencyon human organizational members (Cooren et al., 2013), who may echo historicalvoices and discourses in more or less conscious or intentional ways (Ashcraft, 2020).For example, Ashcraft’s (2007) study of airline pilots’ occupational identity shows hownormalized and non-conscious practices of workplace communication in the airlineindustry carry gendered and class-based meanings that can be connected to decades ofcultural narratives and images across multiple cultural sites. From this perspective,everyday expressions such as junior guys, rites of respect, or little soldiers (Ashcraft,2007, p. 22) enact relations to particular historical discourses, (re-)materializing themand thereby contributing to the production of broader-scale effects such as occupationalsegregation.
In this type of research, archival materials are not used (primarily) as data or evidenceto inform researchers about past realities. Therefore, the main emphasis is not onanalyzing the content of archival objects as documents (Prior, 2008, pp. 824–826) orassessing their authenticity as remnants of the past (Alvesson & Sköldberg, 2017). Incontrast, archives are analyzed for their agential role in organizational communication.
In this section, we discussed a type of research that focuses on how organizationalmembers themselves orient to and evoke archives in naturally-occurring organizationalsettings. In these kinds of settings, the reseacher’s role, ideally, is to observe
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organizational life as it occurs, in an unobtrusive way. However, the boundariesbetween naturally-occurring and facilitated settings are not clear-cut, which is evidentin some of the studies we have referred to (e.g., Schultz & Hernes, 2013), whereorganizational members themselves organized events to deliberately tap into collectivememories and sense-making processes. Researchers thus change their focus fromconsidering how archives are mobilized and used in naturally-occuring settings, tofacilitated settings.
2. Archives and organizational members in facilitated settings

Sometimes, it is difficult to observe the use of archives in naturally-occurring settings,because not all organizations make frequent references to their past, even when archivesare available, or researchers may have limited access to situation where they do. In theabsence of such opportunities, researchers can create and facilitate encounters byorganizing events such as workshops, focus groups, or interviews, where organizationalmembers are exposed to archives of different forms. Researchers can then observe howparticipants interact with these archives, what such interactions create in the discussion,what feelings and memories particular artifacts convey, and so on. In this way, thearchive’s agency may be observed in situ, as people are invited to manipulate anddiscuss the material in a collective (or individual) manner. Hence, archival objects areused primarily as a device to generate data (Kjellstrand & Vince, 2020).
Focus groups and interviews are research methods that are less common in CCO,although interviews have recently been used and recognized as valuable settings forcollecting data in a CCO perspective (Jahn, 2016; Koschmann & McDonald, 2015;Wilhoit, 2014; Wilhoit & Kisselburgh, 2019). Interviews, focus groups or otherinteractive discussions, where archives are deliberately made available as resources formeaning-making, can provide interesting insights into their potential agency inorganizational life. For instance, Schultz and Hernes (2013), in their study on identityreconstruction at the LEGO Group, analyzed workshops and meetings that were co-organized by one of the researchers and that used archives to evoke organizationalmemory. Their study showed that the more organizational members engaged withdifferent forms of memory, including archives, the more complex and elaborate theprocess of redefining an organization’s identity became. As the authors put it:

Bringing forward past experiences through a wider range of memory forms,such as reports on failures, stories from critical moments, artifacts from theorigin of the company, and prototypes from fundamental innovations, enabledthe top managers to include more identity claims in the conception of the futureorganization and to note a broader range of identity claims to be redefined oreliminated. (Schultz & Hernes, 2013, p. 15)
Archive photographs and objects are increasingly recognized in organization studies asvaluable tools for eliciting reactions and reflection on organizational phenomena and
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lived experience. Through photo and video elicitation methods, archives can becometools that “facilitate new forms of communication” (Wilhoit, 2017, p. 452), serving asa common denominator between participants and researchers during focus groups orinterviews. For example, in their study on organizational change in Kazakhstan’stransition from a Soviet to a post-Soviet economy, Kjellstrand and Vince (2020) usedpairs of photos during interviews. They favored this photo elicitation method togenerate projections of individual and collective experience and to facilitateengagement “with the possibilities and impossibilities of change” (2020, p. 51). Whatis crucial here from a CCO point of view is that archival photographs in these settingsare considered “as much about the present as they are the past”, stimulating “here andnow reflection on the current state, and […] helping the respondent to position him orherself emotionally within the social or organizational issues being investigated”(Kjellstrand & Vince, 2020, p. 42). Photo-elicitation may thus help the researcher askdifferent questions and the participants share thoughts and experiences that might nothave been mentioned otherwise (Wilhoit, 2017, p. 450). In this way, researcher(s),participant(s) and archive(s) are jointly constructing the organizational phenomenon ofstudy.
Shortt and Warren (2019) propose combining such “dialogical” approach tophotographs with an “archeological approach” to image-sets. In their study of workspace and identity construction in hair salons, they asked field-study participants to take(or in their words, “make”) photographs of meaningful spaces, and used the resultingimages both for prompting dialogue in interviews, and for recognizing recurringpatterns across image-sets. Of interest to CCO research, the methodologicalcombination grasped the constitution of organization on many levels. Thetaking/making of photographs rendered selected organizational spaces and practicesmeaningful for organizational members and materialized them in new ways, thusenhancing their existence, so to speak. At the same time, the photographs alsomaterialized broader cultural and field-specific practices and values that were notnecessarily recognized by individual participants but became visible through theanalysis of image-sets. Similarly, in their study of a community-based organizationfighting for the housing conditions of underprivileged residents, Bencherki andBourgoin’s (2019) analysis of a community-based photography project showed thatimages do much more than represent and remind viewers of past events: “Images andphotographs are semiotic devices that attach us to places, organizations and identities”(p. 500). The image’s materializaty thus intensifies the relations that substantiate socialphenomena and actors (Bencherki & Bourgoin, 2019).
In addition to photographs, other types of (archival) objects may also be used for similarpurposes in a way of “object-elicitation” (De Leon & Cohen, 2005). For example, inEverett and Barrett’s study on the relationships of visitors to museums, the researchersused “works of art, cultural artifacts, and natural history specimens” (2012, p. 36) as astarting point from which to explore the participants’ engagement with the museum andto create more reflective interviews.
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These studies, while not necessarily dealing explicitly with archives, illustrate howintroducing more agents, such as photographs and objects, to the research contextincreases the number of meaningful relations and encounters. These, in turn, have thepotential to rearticulating and reframing the relationship between the present and thepast, and may generate new understandings of organizational phenomena. In studiesusing facilitated settings, the researchers’ role is to create the situation in which theywill be able to observe the effect of bringing archives to the conversation. From arelational ontology perspective, archives are here regarded as partners in interaction andrelational processes of constitution through which organizations and organizationalphenomena gain (more) existence (Bencherki & Elmholdt, 2020; Cooren, 2020). Infacilitated settings, the researcher often plays a central role in selecting the archivalobjects used for elicitation, and needs to reflect and account for the selection based onresearch goals and questions. Selection is also important when it comes to theinterconnections of archives.
3. The interconnections of archives through time

Another set of relations that researchers might consider is the one between archivesthemselves. We are here considering the interconnection of archives through time, inparticular in the case of documents understood as concrete texts. When it comes to theuse of documents in the social sciences, it is usually their content that has been the focusof research: “Data analysis strategies concentrate almost entirely on what is in the ‘text’(via various forms of content analysis, thematic analysis, or even grounded theory)”(Prior, 2008, p. 825). Some analyses have, however, focused on the “use and function”of documents, seen as a resource that human actors use or have used for “purposefulends,” or as things that function in social interaction organization through drivinghuman action (Prior, 2008, p. 825). From both standpoints, the archive–archiverelationship can be seen as a “work of connection and collection” of texts (Latour, 2005,p. 8). In other words, archives as text, together but also individually, can be seen as atextual network (Kuhn, 2008).
(Re)constituting an organization from a network of archives entails “assembling, andmobilizing”  (Sergi & Bonneau, 2016, p. 382) texts and other objects that have lastedthrough space and time such as documents, emails, chats, tweets, images, videos, andso on. Interconnecting archival content within or across archives can then serve tocreate descriptions of past and present organizations and organizing. In this regard,archival material that is selected and made to speak together is similar to a “collage”providing a textual visualization of organizing processes.  Sergi and Bonneau (2016)used archived tweets in that way. By analyzing the interconnections in their content,they were able to illustrate working out loud (WOL) practices on social media(narrating one’s own work and relating to others while doing so), and how these “tweetshave the potential to actively participate in the constitution of work and professionalidentity of workers engaging in working out loud,” (p. 378). Dobusch and Schoeneborn
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(2015)  have also used digital archives to study the organizationality of a collective. Byputting tweets, posts, press reports and material from the academic literature in relation,they were able to describe the communicative constitution of the hackers’ collectiveAnonymous.
The interconnections of archives can, furthermore, be seen when texts from one era callupon texts from an older era. When this is visible, intertextuality, which refers to the“sequential (or syntagmatic) relationships between texts”  (Hodges, 2015, p. 43) is atplay. Direct quotes, paraphrases and implicit allusions, from one text to another, canshow for instance how a particular organizational narrative or identity comes to gaincredibility, legitimacy, authority and/or durability through time and space. It is thestrategic interconnection of archives that can be seen through this intertextuality. Forexample, drawing on an internal magazine’s 80-year archive, Basque and Langley(2018) show the intertextual connections of historical documents’ content. Usingmainly excerpts from an internal magazine, but also history books, newspaper articlesand government documents, their analysis shows how Alphonse Desjardins, thefounder of Desjardins Group (a financial cooperative), had been invoked throughoutthe years to construct organizational identity.
Basque and Langley’s (2018) case study allows researchers to also see the use andfunction of archival texts by organizational actors themselves. Looking closely at theirwriting, more specifically focusing on their published articles and what (or who) theyinvoked in them, Basque and Langley (2018) highlight the strategic use andinterconnection of old texts. Since articles in the magazines were written by managersand other members of the financial cooperative, researchers can observe how theseactors were strategically quoting, literally and metaphorically, the deceased founder.Basque and Langley (2018) point out that, as a key source of truth and authority fortheir actions, managers were invoking Alphonse’s name, his ideas, and his extensivewriting, many years after his death. This means that Alphonse’s writings were “liftedform [their] originating context (decontextualized) and inserted into a new settingwhere [they were] recontextualized for that purpose” (Hodges, 2015, p. 43). Exposingsuch strategic interconnections between archives serves to show managers’ agency inthe evolution of their organizational identity throughout the years.
Shultz and Hernes’ (2019) study on identity construction at the Carlsberg brewingcompany showed similar uses and re-uses of organizational and cultural archives, suchthe “Golden words” of the founder. Their study extends beyond textual archives, andincludes “matter” from the past, for instance showing how the original yeast recoveredfrom old bottles of beer was reproduced and re-interpreted in organizational texts andproducts to link future-oriented strategy formulations with the longer time horizon oforganizational identity.
In studies that focus on the interconnections of archival texts and objects through time,researchers play a role that only requires them to be lightly involved. Whereas studies
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of this type use data that exists and has been preserved without their involvement,researchers’ involvement consists of selecting which archives to study, choosing textsand objects for detailed analysis, making sense of them, and looking at how they speaktogether, to account for the constitution of organizations, or organizational processes.

4. Archives in relations with space
Research driven by a CCO theoretical frame can serve to highlight how traces of thepast, taking the form of archival objects, are inserted in, perverted, or erased fromdedicated spaces, and describe the practices through which these assemblagescontribute to (or harm) the organization’s existence and persistence through time.Archival objects are the locus of such practices in all kinds of organizations and publicspaces, as shown by de Vaujany and Vaast (2014) who documented how universitystaff re-used NATO’s office furniture left behind by previous occupants of the building.They show how the furniture functioned as a constant reminder of the particular historyand the prestige of their building, impacting how people interacted with it and, later on,how some walls were tagged with graffiti, masking the prestigious history of thebuilding from the new generation.
In CCO, space has been conceptualized as “an ongoing construct of multiple andheterogeneous sociomaterial interrelations, which coexist and affect each other”(Vásquez & Cooren, 2013, p. 27), or as an “organizational assemblage” (Cnossen &Bencherki, 2019, p. 1059) that exists through practices. In both these definitions, spaceis enacted: it exists through interrelations and practices and is not fixed nor separatedfrom the agents that inhabit it, whether humans or non-humans. In a similar way, weargue that a CCO perspective on archives focuses on their various materializations, thatis their relations with other agents that allow them to make a difference in the situation.These ways of conceiving of space and archives are consequent with a relationalontology, and invites CCO researchers to observe archives in relations with theirsurroundings through the practices that mobilize them and infuse them with meanings.
For example, the role of archival objects could be to maintain a sense of coherence withthe past, as seen in Basque and Langley (2018). The article includes a photograph ofdelegates from the caisses populaires (the bank branches) posing under a giant pictureof the founder, after electing their new president. This photograph illustrates how thepast is made present in the situation through this picture, creating a form of blessingfrom their precious founder (deceased 80 years prior to this picture being taken) upontheir actual decisions (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Cover image, Revue Desjardins, 74(3), 2008 (taken from Basque & Langley,2018, p. 19)
However, coherence with the past through spatiality might sometimes become anobstacle in building an organization’s legitimacy over time, as shown in the (previouslycited) study by de Vaujany and Vaast (2014) on Dauphine University in Paris, locatedin a building originally designed to be NATO’s headquarters. The study of subsequentappropriation and dis-appropriation practices, documented through ethnography,interviews and extensive study of various archival data (such as photographs,architectural plans, and videos) revealed how the building, its configuration, as well asthe artefacts that remained from its past, all played different roles (and thus, displayedagency) in orienting and constraining their uses by students and faculty membersthrough the years. Together, these various agents (the building, objects andorganizational members) contributed to construct the organization’s legitimacy (or lackthereof), as the inhabited space and “spatial legacies” ended up displayingobsolescence, which contradicted the organization’s preferred identity: an elite andinnovative institution.
Similar to de Vaujany and Vaast, who used ethnography as one of the main datagathering methods, Vásquez and colleagues present a shadowing technique as aninteresting option for studying archives in relation with space (Vásquez et al., 2012).Delineating the object of study is an important and ongoing part of the shadowingprocess. Preliminary observations are made in order to identify specific actors that seemto play a key role in materializing archives in relation to space and through it. Suchrelations must remain the focus of observation, to understand how the past is madepresent in the organization’s physicality and how it serves to (re)produce theorganization through time and space (Vásquez & Cooren, 2013). The researcher’s aimis to observe and unpack the organizational assemblage that results from encountersbetween archival objects in and through various spaces (headquarter buildings,employee’s offices, parks, public transportation facilities, and so on).
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In shadowing, the researcher can be mobile or immobile, and embrace various ways ofdescribing space and everything that inhabits it. As van Vuuren and Westerhof explain“spatial descriptions can take three forms (i.e., survey, route, and gaze)” (2015, p. 327).The observation of the way archival objects – including mundane objects such as oldcontainers, a shopping cart, and a logo with a nebulous history – relate together can beconsidered along with field notes, in-depth or on the spot interviews with organizationalmembers or passers-by, which can be part of the ethnography, as in Cnossen &Bencherki’s (2019) study. Their analysis shows that, in the description of what unfolds,the researcher must account for the intricate ways in which space constrains and orientspractices, but also for the ways in which these practices constitute space and infuse itwith meanings. Archival objects play a key role in these practices and ways ofinhabiting space, as they are moved from places, shared, exchanged, even robbed orvandalized (de Vaujany & Vaast, 2014).
We can also imagine that practices do not need to be the focus of such research, if theresearcher takes the stance of a ventriloquist and makes the relations between archivalobjects and space speak. Wilhoit & Kisselburgh (2019) offer an interesting descriptionof this relation using Cooren (2015) work:
Cooren (2015) has shown that through relational ontology and ventriloquism,communication can take place between things. He described a woman who told a storyrelating two pieces of artwork near each other in a museum. This example shows that aperson can observe a relationship between things (in this case, pieces of artwork) andmake them say something about their relationship. Although this connection could beentirely imaginary on the part of the human, and not intended by the artists or curators,the fact that the juxtaposition between these artworks is there, can be noticed, and madeto speak means that the artifacts also contribute to the meaning found in thisrelationship.” (2019, pp. 877–878)
This depiction of a woman making sense of the relationship or an artwork in relationwith the space and objects that surrounds it echoes Cifor’s description of her ownencounter with Harvey Milk’s blood-tainted suit in a museum (2017, pp. 11–12). Sheexplains carefully how the relationship of the archive with space (the suit being foldedand put behind a glass, accompanied by a quote from Milk, etc.) created various effectson her, for instance putting her in the position of a distant observer, that would differfrom her subsequent encounter with the object several years later when she could touchit and interact with it. While, in this section, we saw that the researcher’s role is todelineate the object of study, make observations and analyze the practices that constructarchives’ agency in relation with space, the relation of the archive with the researcheris the last of our typology, and this last method will demonstrate a particular kind ofinvolvement and engagement with archives.
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5. Archives in relations with the researcher
Ultimately, the archive always comes alive in relation to the researcher as a subjectstudying the interaction of archives with (other) humans, archives, or spaces. While thereflexive and interpretive role of the researcher is always present to some extent in CCOstudies, the researcher’s position can vary a great deal. In studies drawing, for instance,on ethnomethodological and conversation analytical traditions, the researcher subjectoften mainly adopts an observing, reporting, and theorizing role. By contrast, in studiesdrawing from participatory ethnography, autoethnography, or feminist theory, thedynamic relationship between the researcher and the objects and materials of the studybecomes more focal. For example, Sergi and Hallin regard performing qualitativeresearch as an “emotional, embodied and deeply personal experience” (2011, p. 19) inwhich the researcher is fully immersed. Cifor (2017), drawing from feminist theory andnew materialism, focuses on the “liveliness” of archives that results from theresearcher’s embodied and affective encounters with the materiality of archives andarchived (bodily) matter. Similarly, Winkler’s (2013) autoethnographic study ofidentity work, while not focusing on archives as such, takes the connection between the“inside view” of the researcher (including remembered experiences and feelings, aswell as traces thereof in the form of diaries) and the “social outside” of the culturalsurroundings as the main object of study.
A reflexive approach to the dynamic relationship and encounters between the researcherand the archive opens up yet another perspective to the performativity of archives. Fromthe perspective of CCO, the relation may be understood as co-constitutive and regarded,for instance, through the conceptual lens of ventriloquism (Cooren, 2012; Cooren et al.,2013). On the one hand, the researcher as ventriloquist brings the archive “to life” andmakes it “speak” – not so much as an informant but more as a partner in generativedialogue – which can be done as part of immersive and affective methods of inquiryand reporting (Sergi & Hallin, 2011), whereby the researcher mobilizes emotions,memories, and a personal connection with the archive. At the same time, the researcheralso acts as the dummy through which the archive acts by making them feel, remember,and reconstruct events in ways that are partly out of their conscious control. CCOresearchers have been documenting how such phenomena unfold in the field, as theyare animated, transformed, and moved by the multiple agents that constitute theorganization (Matte & Bencherki, 2018). As explained by Matte and Bencherki (2018),the body of the researcher becomes a medium through which materializations occurs;it becomes haunted, so to speak, by the elements of the organization it encounters.
For example, in her research work, the second author of this chapter has written on theway in which she was moved by a particular set of archives, namely children’smagazines published by banks. In her research notes (see Hirsto et al., 2020), she writes:

I bought the first set of The Golden Piggybank Club magazines from the 1980s–1990s online from a private collector who delivered them to me on the parking
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lot of a gas station. When I received the box of magazines, I was not thinkingabout my topic, the formation of economic citizens. I felt excited – ridiculouslyexcited on the mere prospect of holding one of those magazines again in myhands: of sensing how the paper feels, how it smells; to be able to turn the pages,see the colors and the layouts. When I picked up the first magazine, I felt deeplymoved. It seemed to bring me back to childhood, and let me meet my 10-year-old self again. These magazines, which were at their time so mundane andinsignificant, felt precious, and I handled them with great care.
The author’s emotions are visible when she describes how she felt while holding theold magazines in her hands. Upon the encounter, these magazines clearly did somethingto her, she was deeply moved by them, they reminded her of her childhood, and in away summoned the spirit of her 10-year-old self. Further, the encounter led to herexpressing these feelings in different academic contexts, and redirecting the focus ofher research. From an analytical viewpoint, then, it is important to account for thesensibilities that animate us in selecting (and eliminating) some traces from the past andthat affect us enough so that we make them speak through our research work. In Cifor’s(2017) study, for example, the researcher accounts how their strong affective reactionsto handling the blood-stained clothes of Harvey Milk connected her to the materialhistory and performative power of the GLBT movement and the role of San Francisco’scommunity-based GLBT Historical Society in preserving its legacy.
In supporting this sort of reflexive process, the method of historical empathy mayprovide additional guidance. Historical empathy, which in history studies and pedagogyrefers to an effort of gaining “intuitive understanding ‘from within’ of the object ofinvestigation” (Alvesson & Sköldberg, 2017, p. 179) through a process that involvesboth cognitive and affective engagement (Endacott & Brooks, 2013, p. 41). It can besimplified as putting yourself in the shoes of a figure in the past, for example as the(imagined) producer or recipient of a text, in order to relate to her lived experience.From this position, it is possible to consider questions such as the following ones, whichare raised in the second author’s research notes on magazines from a more distant past:What might a young woman, living in a rural village in the 1920s, have thought or feltwhen reading this story or seeing this advertisement in a bank magazine? What kindsof hopes, aspirations, or reflections might have arisen? (Hirsto et al., 2020). From theperspective of relational ontology and CCO, empathy may thus be considered a methodfor animating and intensifying the relation between archival material and the researcherby means of eliciting emotional connection with past events and people, as well asidentifying with their circumstances and aspirations. This is a way of using historicalempathy, or we could also say historical compassion, for the purpose of embracing thesame passion, and being animated or set in motion by the same figure (Cooren, 2010)that inhabited our predecessors, who created and possessed the objects that have nowbecome archives.
Understanding research as a situated performance and attending to the affective and“subjective” (but always material) dimensions of knowledge production seems
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generally well suited for the relational and performative premises of CCO (Matte &Bencherki, 2018). According to Sergi and Hallin (2011, p. 192) such dimensions arenot only inextricable to research, but in fact may help to produce richer analyses ofsocial and human phenomena. Many types of archival objects, notably artifacts andphotographs representing the past, tend to evoke strong affective reactions (Kjellstrand& Vince, 2020; Schultz & Hernes, 2013) and, as Cifor’s (2017) study shows,researchers are not immune to such effects. Adopting a relational approach to researchhelps to regard affective reactions as part of the materialization effects of archives, and toinclude them in the process of knowledge production.

Conclusion
In this chapter, we have discussed ways of using archives in CCO research. Archivesare often primarily associated with historical research, where their role is to provideevidence of past events, and where authenticity and source criticism appear as keyconcerns. We have demonstrated that a CCO perspective to archive is, and needs to be,very different. CCO research, especially the Montréal School, regards communicationas something that occurs in dynamic relations between a variety of human and non-human agencies. Regarded from this relational perspective, it may be argued thatarchives do not differ by essence from other potential agencies in communication.They, too, should be considered primarily for the different roles they assume and areassigned in communication, the (inter)actions they take part in, and the constitutive ormaterializing effects that their relations and encounters with other beings produce.
We defined archives, for the purposes of CCO, as “traces from the past thatcommunicate through materialization effects”. This means that archives are not studiedas windows to the past but as agents that, through their participation in communicativeprocesses and encounters, contribute to the existence of organizations or organizationalphenomena. In other words, in order to “count” from a CCO point of view, archivesneed to be(come) or be made relevant in relation to other agents.
From this starting point, we discussed five broad ways of relating to archives indifferent types of research designs (summarized in Table 1), where the researcher’s rolevaries from external observer of organizational life, to active arranger of researchsettings, and to a reflexive participant in affective encounters with archives. Archivesmay be regarded in these designs in a relatively traditional way as objects of(inter)textual analysis, but also, crucially, as agents participating in processes ofcommunicative constitution through their relations and encounters with organizationalmembers, space, time, and the researcher subject.
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Table 1 – Five ways of using archives for research from a CCO perspective
Focus of analysis Examples of methodsfor data collection Researcher’s role inrelation to archives Archive’s role
Archives andorganizationalmembers innaturally occuringsettings

Observation andrecording oforganizational lifeEthnographyVideo-shadowing

Not involved – ExteriorObserving meaningfulencounters witharchives

Agent in naturally-occurring relations

Archives andorganizationalmembers infacilitated settings

Focus groupsInterviewsPhoto-elicitationObject-elicitation

Involved – Creating theencounter with archives Device to generatedata, "added agent” tothe discussion
Theinterconnections ofarchives throughtime

Collection and selectionof archives to constitutea corpus
Lightly involvedSelection of archivesAnalyzing intertextualrelations

Object of analysis,“text”

Archives inrelations with space EthnographyAutoethnographyVideo-shadowing
Involved – Delineatingthe object of studyMaking observationsAnalyzing practices

Agent in naturally-occurring relations

Archives inrelations with theresearcher
AutoethnographyReflexive methods Deeply involved –Affective encounterwith archivesSource of data

Device to generatedataParticipant inreflexive process
Even though archives are, in many ways, similar to other participants in communicativeevents, their temporal aspect holds special potential for CCO research. In our view, thevalue of an archive, whether convoked spontaneously by organizational members orintroduced by the researcher for elicitation purposes, lies in its ability to mobilizepersonal and collective histories, always “imaginary” to some extent, for the purposeof shaping the meaning and existence of organizations in the present. Therefore,considering archival material through a CCO lens may help to deepen ourunderstanding of the ways in which traces from the past are interwoven in thecommunicative constitution of organizations.
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